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ABSTRACT 

By designing a greatly improved high time-resolution polarimeter, 

measurements and calculations, at various pumping levels, of the time varia- 

3+ 
tion of polarization of the beams of a Nd -barium crown glass laser have 

been made at liquid nitrogen temperature. It was found that, as far as the 

time-variation behavior of polarization is concerned, operation of the 

laser at 77°K or rocm temperature makes no qualitative difference. Under 

normal pumping conditions, the majority of spikes have degrees of polarzation 

greater than 50$. The average degree of polarization per spike over one 

flash generally tends to go down with increasing pumping energy. Unfortunately 

the variation of polarization with time is so ccmplicated that no preferred 

relation between polarization and time can be concluded. The sources of 

polarization have been discussed in detail, and the experimental results 

interpreted. The polarization properties of the polarized part of each spike 

-—e.g. the direction of rotation and orientation and ellipticity of the 

polarization ellipse— have also been investigated. 

In addition, the existences of the multimode emission and the coherence 

between and Ey of the light waves of this laser were justified by this 

experiment. 



I. Introduction 

1-1. Polarization of Radiation : 

When it was established that there is a connection between the polar¬ 

ization characteristics of radiation from and the propert^\of a microscopic 

system, new ways were opened up for studying such systems. Two possible 

methods for further studies became immediately dear* First,polarization 

studies could be used to obtain information on the structure of a radiating 

system in an isolated state. Second, study of its interaction with the 

surrounding medium could be used as a method for investigating the behavior 

of the radiating system in the ambient system. Polarization measurements 

play -y^this ; important role in all branches of spectroscopy. Nevertheless, 

there has been no systematic account of the results obtained in these studies 

and of the principles which may be used in their interpretation. 

Polarization of radiation consists in the anisotropy of the distribution 

of electromagnectic vibrations in the plane perpendicular to the direction 

of the ray* Natural ( unpolarized ) radiation of ordinary light sources 

may become partially or completely polarized during its interaction with 

matter which always accompanies reflection, refraction and absorptions. 

The effect of an external magnectic field ( Zeeman effeot ), of an electric 

field externally applied ( Stark effect ), and of built-in electric and 

magnetic^ fields produced by the environment of radiative agents ( e. g. 

crystal fields ) plays an essential part in the theory of the polarization 

of the radiation emitted by atoms, ions and diatomic molecules. Classically, 

the polarization results from, the anisotropy of radiation emitted by elemental 

radiators s electric dipole oscillator, magnectic dipole oscillator, electric 

rotor, etc. The quantum theory of polarization of radiation is based on 
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an analysis of transition matrix elements which determine the probabilities 

of electron transitions; these transitions are accompanied by the emission 

or absorption of light. The spatial anisotropy of the matrix elements of a 

transition determines the anisotropy of the radiation field* and consequently* 

the polarization of the emitted light. 

The quantum mechanical methods used to study the anisotropy of elementary 

acts of resonance absorption and resonance emission of light in the case of 

atomic systems under the action of central field of forces have been worked 

k 2—b^ 
out beautifully .In the case of diafoboriaic molecules* complex molecules 

and optically anisotropicalij.: crystals, theoretical-- investigations have 

also been done pretty well by approximation' 1 • The method consists in 

analyzing the matrix elements for dipole* quadrupole* etc.* transitions. 

Exact expressions for the corresponding moments and wave functions can not 

be, as a rule* written down. It is therefore necessary to use approximations 

based, in the first place, on the symmetry properties of the system, which 

in a number of cases can lead to an almost complete solution. Experimental 

(2-c) 
confirmation of this type of work has been done in some particular cases' “ ♦ 

T>o the contrary, no theorectical efforts seem to have been made to study 

the polarization of laser beams. The additional difficulties involve radiation 

processes other than resonace process, e.g. forced electric dipole transition, 

and non-radiative transition, and a special function of discrete selection 

of the continuous spectrum of flourescende through the presence of an 

optical resonator in a laser. For this reason, we have to turn to experimental 

investigations first. 

1-2. The laser materials Nd^ions doped in a barium crown glass base: 

There are some reasons for having chosen a laser of such a type for 
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this thesis experiment: 

1. The trivaleiit ions of many rare earth elements, e.g. Wd, Yb, Ho,Gd, have 

been reported to demonstrate stimulated emission in glasses. Nd is the 

only ion capable of stimulated emission at room temperature; all others show 

this property at liquid nitrogen temperature only. 

2. Glass has obvious advantages over other host materials, e.g. crystals, 

since it has a lower cost of manufacture, has virtually unlimited sizes 

and shapes, has broader light absorption bands ( increasing pumping efficiency 

), and may have a tajdlored composition to fit certain physical requirements. 
have a 

3. Barium crown glass has been found to^longer decay lifetime of flourescence 

( greater than 0.75 msec with favorable Nd concentration ) than other 

C11-b*13*19*20) experimental glasses * * * ♦ Longer decay time implies higher 

quantum efficiency. 

3. Barium crown glass has been found to isa&i permit the highest doping among 

those experimental glasses without producing concentration quenching; for 

#3 example, it is possible to get a 5$ by weight Nd doping glass with a 
j P (11-b) decay time as long as 0*5 msec. 

As a consequence, the chosen material for laser action has a best 

prospect in developing high energy lasers for basic or applied research. 

1-3* Development of measuring polarization of pulsed beams: 

The conventional method of measuring the polarization of a continuous 

steady light beam with a linear polarizer, a quarter wave plate and a photo- 

detector—-the measurements of quantities: l(S^0?, l(©2j0°), ) 

are made at different instants  can not apply to the measurement of the 

* These four quantities will be explained later. 
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polarization of a laser light beam such as the stimulated emission from a 

neodymium glass laser. The reason lies in the fact that polarization of the 

latter varies fi±rom flash to flash ( or firing ) liiieven operating at same 

pumping level and changes rapidly, less than 1x 10~^sec,with time even in 

the same flash. The method of Brunton^^ and Pavliscak^ using a Courtney- 

Pratt biprism, a microdesitometer, and high speed photographic techniques( 

: High speed framing camera has been recently reported to operate at a spread 

as fast as 800,000 frames per second, being equivalent to a time resolution 

of a little larger than 1 x 10“^ sec ^ has a little insufficient time 

the 
resolution and a poor accuracy in^quantitative sense. Not applicable is 

also the concept of measuring laser beam polarization by means of observing 

<s 
the coincidence of two spetrographs of laser beams with and without 

(3) 
having passed through linear or circular polarizers. It limits itself to 

determine whether or not the polarization of a steady beam is completely 

linearly .1/: or circularly polarized. 

Toths polarimeter designed for this experiment, the basic principle 

(39) 
of Sii Lu and Rabson’ sr- high time resolution polarimeter has been applied, 

but two essential improvements have been made out of it. 

1-4* Comments on this thesis subject : 

In addition to the fact that polarization of radiation of a macroscopic 

system provides information on the structure of the system, it has been 

known that the fraction of light emitted in a given direction will depend 

not only on the total energy emitted by the substance, but also on the 

C 2™d) 
state of polarization of the radiationv • Therefore, polarization 

modulation should be related to intensity modulation. For comparison, let 

us also look at the following. Control of the general intensity of a beam 
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of light can be achieved advantageously by using a pair of linear polarizers 

* The pair of polarizers make it possible t^ary the attenuation smoothly 

and throughout a great range of performance. Furthermore, the attenuation 

(5-c) 
obeys a fixed and well-known law of Kalus: 

I * **» I0T0COIQ 

where I0is the intensity before the pair of polarizers is inserted, T0is 

the transmittance of the parallel pair and )© is the angle between these 

two transmission axes. It is interesting to obtain more information on this 

practical possible ways of light intensity modulation through the effect of 

polarization on the luminescence energy yield. 

Before the polarization of a laser beam can be convenientlj^by 

time varying signals or others which are introduced to change the polariza¬ 

tion state of radiation, more theoretical and experimental work should be 

done. The main goal of doing this experiment was to investigate the time 

varying behavior of polarization of the beams of a hn - glass laser 

operating at 77°K . Thus, a comparison of experimental results obtained 

at this temperature and room temperature can be made. A published note 

“ Seek Beam Modulation By Electric Polarizatiok^has encouraged this worker 

to keep on investigating this subject. 

controlled 
desired 

* Another interesting way:< of modifying the polarization state of radia¬ 

tion from a given macroscopio radiating system is , by means of proper 

filters, to change the speotral composition by filtering out some spectral 

components or narrowing down its spectral spread. 
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II. Brief Description of the Origins of Polarization of Radiation From a 

Radiating System 

Elementary radiation or monochromatic light due to classical dipole 
-er 

oscillators,rotors; or a quantum mechanical transition from a high-energy 

level to a lower energy level of electrons-—- is always polarized. However, 

in order that the polarization should appear in the radiation from a 

macrosoopic system, it is necessary that the mutual orientation of the 

elemental:radiating radiators or systems should not be random. Obviously 

a random aggregate of the elemental radiators gives a completely unpolarized 

radiation. A regular orientation of the separate elements of a macroscopic 

system may be due to the system itself, and this is the case, for example, 

in anisotropic crystals, or it may be due to outside induction by electric . 

and magnectic fields, by mechanical action, or, finally, by light incident 

from outside the system, since a light ray is, by its very nature, always 

anisotropic. The last case,where the anisotropy in the distribution og the - 

radiating elements of a macroscopic system is due to the anisotropic action cf 

a light ray, is particularly important in the case of the phenomenon of 

polarized luminescence, 

II-1. Polarized Radiation Asa Consequence of the Hatural Anisotropy of 

a Macroscopic System : 

If the absorbing or emitting body is a crystal then the separate 

emitting centers lie in a regular field determined by the surrounding 

molecules and ions forming the crystal lattice. The symmetry character 

of this field determined the character of the orientation of the centers. 

In the case of optically anistropic crystals, the meaning of the orientation 

which arises in this way is obvious. However, orientation can sometimes 
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appear in optically isotropic crystals having a crystal lattice with a high 

degree of structural symmetry. Although, in principle, the natural anisotrpy 

of a system may be reduced to the orientation of radiators in external 

fields, the complexity of real crystal systems is such that this cuuld be 

done only in isolated cases. 

The analogous phenomena can also occur in media whose anisotropy 

is not due to' structural regularity but a high statistical probability for 

a given orientation of the component elements. 

In the case of regular crystals, the orientation of the emitting centers 

may be complete, and the emitted light may bB practxically totally polarized 

  if all centers are oriented parallel to each other. In statistically 

anisotropic media of the cellophane type, one may speak of a degree of 

polarization of the emitted light, which is determined by the degree of 

orientation of the emitting centers. The same concept may be used in the 

discussion of crystals with a number of possible directions of orientation. 

The degree of polarization of the radiation due to anisotropy of the system 

may be defined as 

Iz + lx 
where Iz and Ix are intensity along and perpendicular to orientation axis 

respectively. 

II-2. Polarized Radiation As a Consequence of the Effect of Electric and 

Magnectic Fields : 

One must distinguish two cases giving rise to polarized radiation 

during the interaction of a radiating system with external magnectic and 

electric fields: 

1. external field acts directly on the radiation agents 

2. this action is transmitted to the radiation agents through the 



which 

system wit hy^these agents are bound. 

Since the splitting of lines in practically reliable fields is small, and 

the intensities of the Tf-and<5-component s ( resonance radiation due to electric 

dipole transition ) emitted in a given direction is the same, polarized 

radiation of isotropically excited media can only be observed after spectral 

resolution. It is clear that this effect can only be detected in sufficiently 

narrow spectral lines emitted by atoms or ions or relatively simple molecules. 

In &he two cases considered above, the polarization of radiation is due 

to the anisotropy of the medium in which the radiators are imbeded. In these 

cases the polarization will occur indepently of whether the agent which 

excites the radiation is anisotropic or not. 

II-3.Polarized Radiation Excited by Light : 

In this case , the anisotropy of the emitted light is due to the effect 

of exciting light on an isotropic medium. Because the light vibrations 

are transverse, even the natural, unpolarized light is always anisotropic, 

since there are no vibrations in the direction of propagation. The elementary 

absorbing and emitting systems are also always anisotropic, and hence a 

light ray incident on the medium will interact preferentially with those of 

them which have a certain definite spatial orientation relative to the 

exciting light vibrations. -As a result, radiators with a definite spatial 

orientation will play a predominant part in the various phenomena, and 

if one is concerned with the emission by these radiators, then it will 

be 

turn out to^partially or completely polarized. 

In the case of isotropic excitation of an aggregate of atoms, e.g. 

out 
in a gas discharge, the intensities of theTT- andCj- components turn^to be 

the same and the radiation is unpolarized. jn the case of excitation by 
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light only certain definite transitions will take place in atoms; in 

particular, if the light is linearly polarized, one will have transitions 

in which the magnetic quantum number remains ths same (AM = 0, TT-component 

). -As a result, the in tensities of theTf- and^ components will be, in 

general,unequal, i,e. the radiation will be polarized. Let us suppose that 

the transition takes place on absorption of light. If the absorbed 

light is linearly polarized, then the transition will take place to a 

magnetic sublevel of the excited state ^Pj withAM = 0. The opposite 

transition*PJ-^SQ can also occur withAM = 0, i.e. they will be accompanied 

by the emission of linearly polarized light. 
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IIIv The Theory of Partial Polarization of a Quasi-monochromatic Light 

A strictly monochromatic light is always polarized; a natural light 

is unpolarized. In general, the variation of the electric vectors of a 

quasi-monochromatic light is neither completely regular as the former, 

nor completely irregularly as the latter. And we may say that the light is 

partially polarized. 

Laser beams may be described as quasi-monochromatic light waves. The 

wavelength spread of the stimulated emission of a laser is much narrower 

than the wavelength of the spontaneous emission due to the transition 

between those two levels ( or bands ) which are involved in laser action. 

In solid state lasers, multi-mode oscillations and multi-level transitions 

are almost infyevitably involed in the laser action if no particular measure 

is taken to eliminate them. The output light of a solid state laser is 

composed of a great number of sharp spectral lines. For example, the stimu¬ 

lated emission of a Nd^+ doped glass laser centered at 1.06 micron covers 

a wavelength range of the order of 100 A0-— really depending on the 

preparation of the laser material and the pumping levels. That is, the 

ratio of wavelength spread to the is less than 0.01 • 

Therefore, such a laser light may be considered as a quasi-monochromatic 

one, and this ratio showsw how well this light may be approximated. This 

means the total wave amplitude of a laser beam does not change much within 

the cbherence time 1/df, whereAf is the frequency spread. 

IU-1. The Coherency Matrix, of a Quasi-monochromatic Plane VJave : 

Consider a quasi-monochromatic light of mean frequency f propagating 

in z-direction. The x- and y- components of its electric field vector at 

time t and space point r, are 



Es(r,t) =Ax(r,t) exp£i^x(r,t) -Tf2ift^ 

Ey(r,t) = Ay(r,t) exp^yCrpt) -l?2ift1 

wherej^x^y are phase angles. 

The coherency matrix is then defined as 

J(z,T) = 
^(^T) ^y(a,T) 

«^y (z>T)^ 

^2x(r,t) Ehc*(r,tj> <4acCr>t) Ey*(r,t^ 

(%(r,t) E^fct^ <£y(r,t) Ey*(r,t)> 

where • .^.represents the instrumental average, i.e. a temporal average 

over the resolution time of the photodetectors employed and a spatial average 

over their active surfaces. More specifically, eSplrxmental setup, the 

spatial average is carried out over the intersection in xy-plane of the 

narrow laser beams and the front surfaces of the photocathods of photomulti- 
T 

pliers, and the time average may be over either the resolution time^of photo¬ 

multipliers of the setup or the whole period T of laser action if integrators 

have been inserted in the output circ^aiits of PM*s (photomultipliers). In the 

experiment, integrators of photocurrents have not been used; T should be 

the „ 
referred to the former* Sinee^average has been taken over xy—plane, r-depen- 

dence becomes z-dependence. The existence of z-dependence is due to the 

fact that the laser beams have been attenuated through optical devices they 

have passed and, furthermore, the amplitudes of their total waves vary dur¬ 

ing propagation. 

Next, let us look at the properties of these matrix elements. 

1. 2. Jy^O 3. ^xy = ^yx* 

4. Det. (j) = <Jyy - 

5. Det.^J ^and Trace J are invariant under rotation of coordinates 

systems..... . 
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In fact, J-JQJ. or Jyy is just the intensity of the light after the original 

light) has passed through an ideal linear polarizer -with its transmission 

axis in the x- or y-direction. And their sum is the total intensity of the 

original light, tfhen^there is no correlation between Ex and Ey, then • 

= Jyx = 0. Totally, the whole matrix characterizes a monochromatic or 

quasi-monochromatic light. 

The coherency matrix becomes simpler in some special cases. -vcr a 

Natural light, which is obtained from a body being made to glow by raising 
/ v 

its temperature, can be represented by 1 
J = - 

2 

1 

0 

0 

1 
where I is its total intensity. 

For a completely polarized ( linearly, circularly or elliptically ) light 

the ratio oojBjbher.ampliJyiddyOfrEj^tiiiiothsittc.pf-.Eyr-t and their phase difference are 

time-independent),i.e. Ax(r,t) Ay (j?, t)Adfepauds^-cn^and4*x(r,t) *=4y(r,t) 

=c((r), Det.J = 0. The coherency matrix of an elliptically polarized 

light is 

,-iy 

<A?> <A7 A2 e+i<*> 
A2 <A2> 

For a circulars polarized light / /\ x 

J = - 
2 

For a linearly polarized light 

1 

~ i 

, • > + l 
I = 2<A?>=2<A1> 

J = 
<A> 

\ 

m = integers 
A

1 
A
2^ 

^(-if A1 A 2y (k2y 
S ' 

III-2. Realization of Measuring Coherency Matrix Elements : 

Suppose that the y-component of the electrical field vector is subject 
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to a retardation 2- with respect to the x- component ( this can be done by¬ 

passing the light through a compensator with a retardance £.and its fast axis 

along x- axis ) and consider the light intensity oijthe light vibrations in 

the direction which calces an angle 0 with positive x - axis —— this 

intensity 1(0,S) would be observed by sending the light through a polarizer 

with its transmission axis at an angle 0 vd.th respective to the referrence 

OX in the horizontal. Since the fast-axis and slow-axis lie in x- and y- 

direction respectively, after passing through the compensator E^will lead 

Ey by an angle . The component of the electric vector in the 0 - direction, 

after the retardation has been introduced, is 

• C* 

E(r,tj0,£) = E^Cr^t) cos 0 v Ey(r,t) sin 0 e~i<: 

so that 1(0,E) =<E(r,t;0,£) E(r,tjO,£)> 

~ Jxx cos ® + ^yy s^n ® + cos Q sin 0 ( J-^y-e x + Jy^- e**Xt-) 

it follows that I(0?<#)« J** 

I(90°0°) = Jyj 

1(45 >0 ) = lUxx + Jyy) +1 (**xy + Jyx) 

? 
= .i(}[x + Jyy') * 

1(45°,90°) — 4. (Jxx + Jyy) *H;*(Jxy - Jyx) 

? 2 
»1(J3 

2 
'xx + Jyy) * Jxy 

Carrying out the solution, we obtain 

J>oc = l(CP ,CP) 

Jyy -I(9C? CP) 

Ee Jxy “ 2 I^5°>0D^ - I(0°,0°) - I09CP,OP) 
la J = 2 1(45°,^- 1(00,00) - 1(90°,<*>) 

where J^y = dxy + i 2m 
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These four quantities l(0°,0°), l(90°,0°), 1$ 45°,0°) and 1(45°, §6? can be 

measured ane^el^perimental arrangement j hence the coherency matrix charac¬ 

terizing a laser beam can be obtained experimentally. 

Note that the intensity defined above is just the magnitude of the 

average Poynting vector except a constant factor characterizing the medium. 

III-3. Degree of Polarization : 

It is easily shown that any quasi-monochromatic light wave may be 

regarded as the sum of a wave of natural light and a wave of monochromatic 

( and hence polarized ) light independent of the former, and that this 

representation is unique. That means, if we separate the coherency matrix 

in the following way 

J = 
■'xx *^xy 

Jyx Jyy 

(vnpolarized) ^pBlarized) 

0 

A 
/ 

with A^O, B^O, C«>0 , and BC-DD* = 0 

B 

D* 

D 

C 

then we have A — 1 (Jyy "t Jyy) ” ,l(| ^ Det«J 
2 -f 

B = J.(J^ v lj (^ + «W- 4 DetdJ "XX ^yy' I NWxx * 

0 - jyy) + 1 

D = J-xy , D* = Jyx 

The ratio of the intensity of the polarized portion to the total intensity 

is called the degree of polarization P of the wave; hence 

P = B-rC 

Trace J 

,.k Det.J 

(Jxx + ^yy) 

Imax(Q.£-) - Irain(©.£) 

Imax(©,£) + Imin(©,£) 
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Ill—/(.«. Stokes’^ Parameters of a Qua si-monochromatic Plane Wave J 

We see that in order to characterize a quasi- monochromatic plane wave, 

four real quantities are in general necessary, Now let us introduce another 

4-parameter representation which is closely related to the coherency matrix. 

These four Stokess parameters are SQ, S-J, S2, S3 which are, in terms of the 

elements of coherency matrix, 

SA= J + J 0 xx yy 

S1= Jxx " Jyy 

S2= J xy + Jyx 2 Re Jxy 

S3~ ^ ^ ^yx “ ^xy) 2 ^xy 

SQ represents the total intensity of the light. Sj is the excess of intensity 

in x-direction over that in y-direction, indicating a preference of linear 

polarization in x-direction. The physical significance of the others will 

be explained in the following. Since B 
D* 

D 
C 

contains four real quantities, mathematically it can be expanded into four 

coherency matrices : 
B 

D* 

D 

C 

\ 

= 11 
1 

%° 0 ' (linear polarization 
in x-direction) 

+ I, + 
2 

+ 1 

1 1 
+ -r 

1 

x 1 

+ i 

(linear polarization (45° or I35°linear polar- (ri^fit- or left-handed 
in y-direction) ization relative to x-direc.) circular polarization) 

Solving these four equations, we obtain 
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I3 = ±2 Re I4 = ±2 Im 

^1 _ + 1 (**xx “ ^yy) + ij ^xx + Jyy^ “ ^ ^et.J -jRe J^yj - |lm J^y| 

I2 - ” + « _ n _ n 

For physical reasonf we can possibly sake the choice of sign in such a 

way that I^^-O l^Q. Therefore, S£ is closely related to the intensity 

of the portion of 45° or 135° depending on the sign of S2. S3 has a 

similar relation to the intensity of the portion of the circular polarization 

either right- or left-handed. 

The polarized portion has the following Stokess parameters : 

j(p) 
o 

,(P) 

>1 

B + C =Jsf"+ Sj? + S3 

= B - C '1 

« D + D* = S2 

= 5§D* - D) = S3 

The unpolarized portiori has the following i 

(u) 
SA = 2zk « Tr.J - B - C 

,(u) 0(u) _(u) 
*1 Si = 0 

j — 0^ 1, 2, 3 Obviously, Sj = S^^ + :V 

The degree of polarization of the original wave may be written as 

P = s£p)/ S0 «/§? +' s| + sf /S0 

To describe the ellipse traced by the tip of the electric field vector 

of $he polarized portion (elliptical polarization in general), Ithersr/arfeho 

following expressions^1 'for the ellipticity e and the orientation of 

angle relative to x-axis s 

2.ts e = tan ± b/a, 0( ^ ,where sin2JX=: S^/Js^ -r -r S^ 

a^ + b^ =* SQ and tan 2^= S2/S1 , 0 ^ ^P^.7T where fe, i> are 

semi-major and semi-minor axes respectively. 
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34- IV6 Properties of Nd active Ions in a Barium Crown Glass Base 

IV-1« Energy Levels and Spectral Properties : 

A typical energy diagram of levels for trivalent ions of neodymium 

doped in barium crom glass is shown in Fig.-1. Absorption at any of the 
— nco 

excited levels above the F3/2 state leads to flouresce^from the 

^3/2 state* -Approximately one third of the pumping is provided by the 

three levels shown in the near infrared* .Another one third of the pumping 

is done by the strongest absorptions in the yellox; at about 17*000 cm • 

The near ultraviolet absorptions at 28*000 cm“^ gives about 2Qo of the 

pumping* The other levels contribute the remaining pumping* The flcures- 

cence emission is in the form of three bands with their peaks at O.SS* 

1.06* and 1*35 micron* These correspond to the emission from the ^3/2 

state to the states ^13/2 >^11/2 * ^9/2 0 is shown the 

spectral distribution of the detailed absorption bands or levels of a 
% by 3-- 

2/vweight p doping of Nd in a typical glass base* The absorption bands 

and levels are almost coincident with those above S/2 of Fig*-1, though 

the glass compositions of these two figures were not identical. To meet 

the distribution of the above absorption bands or levels* FEK XE-1-3 

xenon flashtubes were chosen for the pumping sources in this experiment. 

Their spectral-energy output characteristics at any pumping levels are 

not available. However* it is knoxjn that it should be similar to that of 

xenon short-arc lamps * whose typical spectral energy distribution at a 

low power density asfs shown in Fig.-3* High power density tall enhance 

(15) in the blue and ultraviolet v/avelength preferentially * The characteristics 

of XE-1-3 flashtubes are expected to vary xd.th peak power loadings in a 

similar fashion. 
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% by 
The flourescence spectrum of a freight ;.s doping of ^d.2^3 in a barium 

crown glass base at 77°K is shown in Fig*-4. At room temperature the doublet 

structure is still evident but is not as well, resolved. For comparison, the 

same sample used in Fig*-2 is shown in Figa-5* From the absorption spectrum 

(l1-b)# it. is clear that the ^3/2 state is split into two Kramers doublets" 

with an energy separation of about 120cm”^. This separation is sufficient 

for only the lower state of the ^3/2 be occupied during flourescence 

at 77°K. The upper state is partially occupied at 300°K. The doublet structure 

shown in Fig.-4 inculcates the splitting of the ground state ^9/2 into two 

states* In alkali-alkaline earth silicates, the grounding; state splitting 
— 1 —1 ranges from 350 cm up to 450 cm , depending on the actual glass composi¬ 

tion* In high lead silica glasses and in lanthanum borate glasses, thereis 

no obvious splitting but :* rather a single broad line at 0*S8 micron* The 
L -1 (26) 

terminal level ul-j -J/Q also hams a splitting of the order 250 cm * 

The splitting of the ^9/2 ground state has an important bearing on the 

pumping of the neodymium laser* Hi of the strong absorptions have additional 

absorption bands on the long wavelength side due to the split ground state, 

(11-b) and hencpe the pumping efficiency is affected* 

* Kramers Theorem : In the absence of an external magnetic field, the 

stationary states of an atomic system are always"degenerateH when the 

system contains an odd number of electrons  hd atom has the following 

electronic configuration: Xe structure and 6S^, 4f^ 5d®. In a Nd^ ion, 3 

electrons of 4f^ have been removed; 57 electrons, an odd number, remain*.— 

the degree of degeneracy being an esien number. If the number of electrons 

is even and the stationary statex is non-degenerate, the energy level will 

not be influenced in the first approximation by a magnetic field. 
-20— 



The laser action is accomplished in the following processes ( see 

Fig«~1 ) : non-radiative 
transition spontaneous 

Level (T) Pumping ^ Level© «... Level (3) emissions 

stimulated and 
>JU « 

Level(M! 4-level-transition laser at 0*88 micron 
^Level y) 4-level-transition laser at 1*06 micron 
.vJLevelQ}   3-level-transition laser at 1*35 micron 

Approximately about 8C$ of the flourescence emission is emitted at 1*06 

(13) 3-5- 
micronv * For a 1o06 micron Nd - glass laser, the laser resonator is 

designed to favor this radiation purposely lowering the threshold 

of U06 micron radiation instead of the other two* 

The laser output beam consists of a great number of sharp line 

(9)/ 
spectra v multiple axial-mcde and transverse-mode oscillations in the 

resonator cavity )„ The spectral width depends on the type of glass base 

and the pumping levels* The Nd*'i- glass laser ( barium crown glass base ) 

tested in this experiment is around 100 A0 centered at 1*06 micron, 

the width increasing with pumping energy level0 Except for small detailed: 

(17) 
the spectrum is reproducible in a given sample « It has been demonstrated 

( 0*% 01 ^ 
that'1 "^^'the number of spectral lines and their wavelengths produced 

yr 
during a flash of an Nd -glass laser vary with time* This time-variation 

behavior also depends on the pumping —- the number of multiple lines 

emitted simultaneously increases as the pumping energy increases* The 

stimulated emission of such a laser shews the familiar random bevavior 

of spikes in solid state lasers, each spike lasting about 10“^seccad~g  

it is -tion 
by a spike ^ meant a relaxation pilsecsbflradia, which builds up and dies 

away,in a highly irregularly manner, leaving the sample essentially 

the 
quiescent until^next ispikh begins* 

For an ion in a crystal or other solid, both permitted and forbidden 



Transitions are possible. It is well—knox-si that the electric dipole tran¬ 

sition occurs only between levels with opposite parity, and magnetic dipole 

and electric quadrupole transitions are possible only between levels with the 

JJ 

same parity. For free rare earth atoms or ions, the intra- r electric 

dipole transitions are forbidden because all levels of the same electronic 

configuration have the same parity. This is not true when the atom or ion 

is a part of the crystal or solid. Electric dipole "transitions among levels 

of the 4f shell not only can be observed but also forced: a major part of 

the spectra of rare earth ions in crystals or other solids. This type of 

( 2*>) 
transition is called”forced electric dipole transition” 

J
 0 The intensity 

of the spectra due to this forced dipole transition is much weaker than i. 

the normal electric dipole transition, but stronger than the normal magnetic 

dipole and electric quadrupole transitions. 

B?-2. Miscellaneous Properties : 

The laser material of Nd"" ions in a barium crown glass base has the 

(17) ~t 

following typical composition ( concentration by weight ): 0.13£&o 2.0^ 

Nd203 for active ions, and 59^ SiOp, 2.5% Ba©, 15%> &£©, ^ SbpO^ for barium 

crown glass. The glass has a specific weight of approximate 3 and a ncnmiiinalL 

index of refraction of 1.54<> The decay lifetime of the flourescence from 

%3/2 state has been found to be the longest compared xd.th some other 

experimental glasses giving values in the range 0«5o msec^^to 0«75asec^ 

However, when the barium crown glass contains 5% or 10% of NdgO^, the decay 

time decreases to 0.5 msec'*1 l~aj or less than 0.15 msec respectively. In 

general, the power input for laser threshold varies inversely as the product 

(22) 
of active ion concentration and flcurescent decay lifetime . The conver¬ 

sion efficiency, i.e. the ratio of the laser output energy to the electric 



energy input to the pumping sources, increases as Ndo^ concentration is 

increased from 0® 13$ to 2«Q$„ Concentration quenching ( the decay time 

begins to drop down as the ion concentration increases to a certain value ) 

of the decay lifetime occurs above 2$ and the efficiency decreases slowly 

/ 4 Z \ 

as the concentration is increased to 6%K ‘ ' s the composition of which the 

power threshold is a minimum® At 10$ the efficiency is equivalent to that 

of 1% concentration® 
o_«_ / 

A Nd"*' - potasium silicate glass laser has been found'* * J
 comparable 

3-{- 

in decay lifetime with a Nd barium crown glass laser® The decay time 

was reported to be around 0®S1 msec® Studies on the lasers with-neodymium 

ions in other types of glasses were numerous'1 J ® 

As a result of the so-called lanthanide contraction, the If electron 

2 ^ 
are well shiel-;ded by the 5s , 5?° closed shell( outer shell of Xe electro 

\ 3-r 
configuration )« The interactions between these 4f electrons of Nd ions 

and their environment through the electric field produced by the glass 

base are relatively vreakj the spin-orbit coupling is much more important® 

However, the flourescence characteristics of Nd ions, and in particular, 

the decay time, is affected significantly as a result of this small pertur- 

fcatioiibf environmental field® Note that the internal electric field' 

produced by the glass base apparently have random directions and magnitudes 

due to the amorphous nature of glass® 
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Vo Experimental Set-up 

V-1 o Ebroerimsntal Arrangements Excluding Power Supply and. Display System : 

The whole setup ( see Fig*-6 , includes 1» a polarimeter or an optical 

system tcraeasure polarization of a light beam, £ see Fig*~>7 ), 2» a cryo¬ 

genic cooling dewar, model 125, optics Technology, Jnco, and a laser red 

( See Eig.-S ), 3« a F3K 2E=?-3 and a pimping cavity ( see Fig*-9 )© 

V-2* Comments on Components of the tJhole Set-up 2 

1« The cryogenic cooling devjar  

The laser rod was screwed inside an inner protection tubing at the 

bottom of the output tube, which would be immersed in the liquid nitrogen 

when liquid N£ was introduced into the flask of the dewar* The condensing 

0X* 
chamber was to condense the^/apor possibly contained in the air in the 

output tube, so that no water drop would condense on the periphery of the 

laser rod» A transparent glass plate was attached to the upper end of 

the output tube by high vaccua grease© The air inside the output tube was 

evacuated through the evacuation Irube, and then a small amount of gas kT£ 

was introduced down into the protection tubing as a medium of thermal 

contention* This amount was so ;np ? that *9 even if gas h
T2 might liquidify 

at the bottom of the protection tubing, liqkuidified nitrogen would 



Fig«>-6 

The whole setup of 

ehe expernceno 

(excluding power supply 

and display sysien) 

Right side view 
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Shown on the diagram on p,24 of the cross-section of the lower part oof 

. the dewar, two typical incident light rays one hitting on and the other 

missing from the laser rod are obviously observed to reflect seme 

incident light energy off the dewar. Also materials in between the rod 

and the dewar wall, and bubbling of liquid nitrogen absorb a significant 

fraction of pumping light. It is easily seen that this configuration of exposing 

the red to a pumping source has lower efficiency than that by directly exposing it 

to the same sourcee Therefore, the measured threshold of the same Ndf’ glass- 

laser rod placed in this pumping configuration was 145 joules, which almost 

\(12) 
doubled that (t>5 jouies)by exposing the same rod directly to pumping light* 

2* Pumping Cavity : 

The cavity is of elliptical ayeijaderf,evi geometry 'ahdob has the 

following dimensions s 

major axis = 2a = 4ni!, minor axis — 2b = 4 l, ellipticity = e = 0*223 
VAT o . 

of the cross-sectional ellipse, and the height of the cylinder is 3"« 

Now let us estimate the efficiency in the following^^: 

c/d = diameter of sample/ diameter of flash lamp = 0*25‘i/0*2Su = 0*39 

-1 J ^ - 

sin = d/4ae, cos 

sin ©o ~ d sin c(r/c 

H,1+c/d)J 

The percentage efficiency S — ICO c(0o- &}/d J — 79 

Tf 
The inner surface of the aluminum cavity was machined and buffed and 

was estimated to have a reflectivity 85/* Talcing into account the cooling 

configuration mentioned previously, 5©/ more reduction was necessary* Thus, 

the actual optical efficiency sf the cavity was approximately equal to 

79/ x 85/ x 50/ * 34/ 

The rod inside the dewar and the flashtube were mounted exactly at 

the foci of the elliptical cylinder ( see Fig*- 9 ) whose two ends were 

made of high reflective material* 

3* Beam Splitters : 

-2o- 



Tea 45°- silvered mirrors (bean splitters) were properly arranged 

so that they divided a vertical „ oer bean into four equal, horizontal, 

parallel cc:, neats without changing its polarisation state* Each component 

bean has passed four splitters, undergoing two reflections and two trans¬ 

missions, before arriving at a ?M* Of those four planes of incidence, two 

are horizontal, and the other two vertical* 

The features of this ten-splitter :■>:>;arrangement are - 

(1«) The detailed optical path of a light ray passing through each beam 

splitter is shown to the right, 

According to the law of refraction 

n'j sin 0-j = n2 sin ©2 = n^sin 63 

! & 
'i  

m. =U air 

/ 
\ i\ 1 \ \ \ big crmolex. silver 

ft 52, glass 

= r.4 sin ©A. 
O o o 

— 45 « ©4 = 45 * 
.-v 

c? > &- 
*1 

h 

laj = rexracvaon 

inden 

By means of the law of reflection, 

That means the beam arrives at any bean, splitter at 45° and leaves at 45° 

( both reflected and refracted beams )* 

(2C) Let Ejg(Ej|) be the component of the original electric field vector 

(//) to the plane of incidence of the first splitter3 rj_and f; tj_(rj| and 

t |j)the reflection and transmission coefficients of the component of the 

electric field perpendicular (parallel) to any plane of incidence•> Esj_(S‘. ) 

the actual value of Ej_(Efj) after the component beam has passed through 

four proper beam splitters* Assume that all of the beam splitters were made 

identical so that r^, r^, t((, tj_, with respect to any beam splitters are 

the same* It can be shown that Ej_and Ej( are subject to the following 

reduction ( reduction factors are arranged in the order in which beam 

components pass each set of four splitters ): 
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E», = 

^■JL* rn • v 

r^o tjj« t^o r|( 

< 

3!t= < 

^ *!• r„. t,, 

«x<> 2*j_o t1J0 r,, 

rr„. rXo t^ t,, 

Zj|» 'Cj_o t^o r^ 

t?p r/{© PJ.. 

Ej_ 

>x E 

\ 
tu<» r^o tj_o rx 

Beam to 

Besn to PI-^5 

Beam to KL»3 

Beam to P2-I-2 

Beam to EK-1 

Beam to PL5~p 

-—- Beam to PI-I-3 

■ ——■ Beam to R-I-2 

Or 
E« 

Es 

*W. 

= r, o -I, O “> ® ■-L* “ii 'H 

/ 
1 o' 

s 
, Bj. 

0 
s 1 

J 
E»f 

‘J 

The prime and unprime electric fields are simply related by a unity 2x2 

Jones matrix multiplied by a factor « Hence, the polarisation of the four 

component beams is preserved through the ten splitters • 

It is doubtful that Br« Sun !u5 arrangement of beam splitters^ 

ha3 satisfied the condition that those six component beams have the same 

• polarisation as the original one© Obviously in his arrangement, components . 

beams pass through 2,4*6,6,8,8 splitters respectively ( in the order from 

the beam to PrM to that to R-&-6 )© It seems to ms that, the component beams 

to RS-1, BrM~2, PnJ£-5 d.4iiefulfill the requirement, but beams to P>S-3? ?H-4 

and R-S-6 d3 not© The most important reason is that any two of the four quan- 
thoueh 

titles rj_, r.j, tj_, t(j, are not equal everyone beams enter and leave the 

mirrors at 45°* 

(3c) Since all component beams are subject to an identical reduction ( at 

least in principle ) through sets of four splitters, they have equal 

intensities© 

Hi (4) All of the four distances from the first beam splitter to the four 
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polarizers were made equal,. Its significance will bo explained in ¥-3-2C 

4* The Ideal?Isotropic, .Absorbing Plate i 

2 
Suppose its transmittance is T *”* Then its effect can be expressed by 

a diagonal Jones mat: 
.(5-a)- 

rrx, vai ,ch relates the electric field El, El after oas 

s 
'T O' - > & 

X 

0 T E.r 7) 

through iins-q, and Ex, Ey before entering the optical device 

Es 

“be 

E' 
7 

The attenuation or absorbing effect of devices such as beam splitters 

particularly arranged in the way shown in Figo~7, compensators, polarizers 

can be accounted for in this manner* They do not change the original 

polarization* 

5o Ideal Homogeneous Linear Polarizers s 

With its transmission axis at © with respect to horizontal axis, they 

have an effect expressed in the following Jones matrix 

si 

Obviously, the plastic, laminated, Polaroid type HR polarisers,used in 

this exp- eriment, for radiation in the range 0*0—2*7 micron do change 

the light polarisation to achieve the measurements of l(©,£) „ 

6* The Ideal Homogeneous Linear* Compensator t 

With a retardance £and its fast axis atf — 0°(in 01 direction), it 

(5-a) 
has an effect expressed by the following Jones matrix 

E* 
7 

\ * 0 ^ 
cos—© sin 0 C03 0 -o- 

0 
sin 0 cos 0 sin~0 E 

/ k J 7) 

> J 

Uos^J B«-£/2 + sin^p e-i£/2) 2i cosj3 sinp sin^/2 
> 

• V 

2i sinf* cos/5 sinr/2 
, ^ _-i £/2 _2: 
(.cosj3 e -> sin j3 e E 

) S / y) 
\ 

0 E:;
N 

0 
-.■^2/2 
e ~ 

1 
E 

/ 

f-0 
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A practical compensator with transmittance 3™ has a Jones matrix 

J3/2 

s 
l&Z 3 i 
% °N 

Consequently it does not change the polarisation* 

7* Flashtubes : 

a, 
HCK 233-1-3 flashtubes have been used as pursuing light source with 

allowed maximum energy input 400 Joules o The spectral distribution of 

the output of these xenon discharge leaps is such that it emits;-. intense 

light in % the region of strong absorption bands of Nd glass material* 

Thus £x the laser materialcan absorbs a large fraction of the light energy 

emitted by the flashtubes* 

Silicon Sheets As Light Intensity Attenuators : 

The transmission region of Si-sheets of 2 cm thickness is in the 

range of 1*2—15 micron with 1<$ maximum transmittance at both ends of 

the spectral region § Handbook )« The actual thickness used j-;as 

1—1*5 Em. The sensitivity of the photccathcds of RCA-7102 and the trans¬ 

mittance of Si-sheets are combined together so that , at 1*06 micron, the 

sensitivity is about 12^ of the maximum sensitivity of RCA-7102 photo¬ 

multipliers, and the transmittance is less than 1G& of the maximum trans¬ 

mittance of silicon sheets* Therefore, silicon sheets are good attenuators 

ofa beam centered at 1*06 micron* 

(7) 
Now it might be interesting to pay attention to Dr* Winogradoff5 s 

description on the attenuators* In using the elemental silicon attenuators:, 

the beam measured is allowed to fall on one face of the polished silicon 

wafer; the radiation is completely absorbed in the first 10 'cm depth* This 

oroduces a large number of free electrons and holes in the silicon* These 



excess carriers recombine by radiative and non-radiative processes* the 

former producing radiation at -wave-length longer than that in the beam being 

measured® Since the absorption coefficient of silicon for its own recombina¬ 

tions: is low* some of this radiation will emerge from the back surface of 

the silicon attenuator. The low efficiency of conversion from the incident 

to the emerging beam provides the function of attenuation* Since the silicon 

sheets might change the polarisation state of the beam* they should be put 

behind polarisers in the polarimeter* This recombination technique* permits 

measurements shoving the fine detail in intensity variation within a laser 

—fi 
flash with a resolution better than 2 x 10 sec* 

9* Photomultiplier3(H-i' s) s 

EGI-7 102 PM* s fitted in “mumetal11 magnetic shield were used as square- 

lav; current detectors of low level * visible to near infrared light* The 

"bh.© —9 
rise time of^anode pulse is typically 2*4 x10 sec* They respond faster 

than the PH* output circuits* The use of an average anode current well below 

the maximum rated current of 10 mierc-amp is recomended* Best signal-tc- 

noise ratio is obtained with an anode voltage in the range of 1000—1250 v. 

for pulse excitation* It has been shown in Forrester's v;ork^^that(at least 

for quasi-monochrcnatic light) the current emitted in the photoelectric 

effect is proportional to the square of the total wave amplitude* the 

instantaneous intensity* of the electric field of the radiation being 

detected and not the square of the individual Fourier components before 

addition. Therefore* the instantaneous photocurrent is time varying even 

though the amplitudes of the spectral components themselves may be constant. 

cl 
It ctsn be said that the magnitude of the integrating time interval in the 

process of squaring * integrating and averaging the classical electric 
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f&eld wave to obtain the instantaneous intensity of the photodetector, is 

significantly smaller than 0*1 nanosecond(cf. the resolution time of RCA- 

\ — (9-a) 
7102;, J-n the present investigation, it is assumed that the photo¬ 

electric effect is sufficiently fast to follow fluctuations in the intensity 

of the laser signal. In considering the quasi-moncchromailjicity of laser light 

the assumption seems very reasonable, 

10, Finally, E.G.&G. TRd-35 pulse transformer with "a thyratron tube were 

used in the trigger circuit( References for power supply and trigger circuit, 

1C$11-a ). 

V-3, The Polarimetor : 

1, Comments : 

Sinesthrae real quantities are necessary to characterize the polariza¬ 

tion state of a light beam, four PM’s are required to measure any four 

so that total intensity is also measured 
values of l( 6, z)simultaneously. This can be accomplished by dividing the 

original beam being measured into four components by means of ten beam 

splitters mentioned in V-2-3. One component beam is directed through 

a quarter wave plate at 10,829 A0,which is approximated as the quarter wave 

plate at 10,600 A° herei and then through a linear polarizer, an attenuator, 

to a photomultiplier. Each of the other three components passes through a 

— 6 _ 

polarizer and an attenuator only before falling on a photocathcd. In the 

experiment , the quarter wave plate was so placed that its fast axis was 

horizontal, and the quantities l(G°0? by PX-1, l(90°,0°) by PM-3, l(45°>90°) 

by PM-2, 1(45°,0°) by Pi-lAp, were simultaneously measured. The output photo¬ 

currents of PM* s and hence the vertical voltage displays on oscilloscopes 

are proportional to 1(0, £) and hence to the original beam intensity. The 

proportional constant is contributed by the absorptions by mirrors,attenuators, 



compensator, polarizers, and the sensitivity of PM1s, the gains of PM 

output circuits and displaymi. oscilloscopes, and the division of the original 

beam into components. 

2. Features s 

-ill the distances between the center of the first beam splitter and 

the positions of polarizers were designed to be equal to 9"« la eluding 

the distances between the first splitter and the pimdjnmiiinuLn mu GLusx 

output end of the laser rod, and the distances between photocathods of Pi-r s 

and polarizers, the total distances between the photocathods and the output 

end of the laser rod are slightly adjustable around 22:J. These four dis- 

tgances were made equal as exactly as possible while making measurements,! 

Since the instantaneous intensity or the total wave amplitude of the electric 

field of the laser signal is rapidly varying in time, the total distances 

travelled by the four components beams from the light scarce to the indivi¬ 

duals photocathods should be equals otherwise, even if measurements of l(G,£) 

by the four P.b: s are made uquai: simultaneously, they are not physical 

properties of the original beam emitted from the laser red at a certain same 

instant. Without knowing exactly how the laser beam amplitude varies with 
required 

time, it is^tqhave the equal distance design. 

Note that for a quasi-monochromatic light, i'm(r,t) , iy(r ,t) r,t) 

I 

and^py(F,t) are time dependent, but they change only by small relative amounts 

in any time interval small compared to the coherence time, the reciprocal 

of the effective spectral width A2?of the light^ a^. Suppose the laser radia¬ 

tion is in the frequency range 3 m 1.065 to 3 m *055 cps 

with 100 A° width, the coherence time 3*74 a: 10 ^sec. however, 

if there is a difference of 1.5 cm patb^is travelled by component beams, 
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sec which is then the difference in travelling time will be 5 x 10 
-11 

cl 

little larger than the above coherence time; hence there is no guarantee 

that the total wave amplitudebof the component beams do not undergo con¬ 

siderable change during travelling that small distance, even the laser bean 

is very reasonably considered as^quasi-moncchromatic light* This is the 

first feature which has been neglected in Sun lu:s polarimeter* 

The second feature, which is more important,is"that each of the four 

component beams pass through four properly placed beam splitters so that 

no change in polarization due to the presence of those beam splitters is g 

guaranteed* ( §ee ¥-2-3 )o 

Nevertheless, the photocurrent of BCA-7102 follows the fluctuations in 

-9 
the instantaneous intensity of the laser signal as fast as 2«4 z 10 sec 

only. Note also that the resolution in intensity variations of silicon 

sheets has been reported to be bettor than 2 x 10 ^ seco Let us assume 

both of them can respond to signal variation as fast as one nanosecond* 

She effect of the unequality in total distances on the observed photocurrent 

v;ill not be significant as long as the difference in distance is not greater 

than 3 x 101 cm/sec x i x 10 sec = 30 cn« No matter what the real 

resolution of optical devices are* the concept is significant0 



VI, Procedures of Taking Data 

1* Although the sample protection tube and the output tube of the dewar 

assembly were immersed in liquid nitrogen when oscillographs were taken, 

the temperature around the sample was surely subject to temporary change 

due to the thermal shock of pumping 

temperature change, a chromei-alumel 

protection tube through the output t 

light pulse. In order to estimate this 

. thermocouple was inserted into the 

ube in the absence of the laser rod. 

The results are summarized in Table-1 : 

1?X&shtAi.be Inmf 
Temperature 

Before Pxuntdn^ 
Maximum Temperature 
After Pur.-ttfr ~ 

Voltage across the 
storage capacitor 
of 120 f 

Pumping energ" 
in joules 

1 ! / 

1100 v. 72*6 76°k S3°k 

1500 v. 135 7o‘°k 92°k 

2000 v. 240 ryr*St'\„ /o r. *3 A0 - 

2500 v. 375 7£°k * *5 - I S { X 

Table-1 

The temperature rise temporarily due to the pumping was completely removed 

in less than 30 sec, depending on how hard the pumping was* Meanwhile, the 

temperature rise was not high above liquid nitrogen temperature* Consequently, 

the following data were taken at a time interval of 1 — 2 minutes between 

two successive flashes* .And oscillographs in G-series ware started to take 

one hour after F-series were finished* 

2* The block diagram of the whole experimental setup including power supply 

and display system is shown in Fig.-10* The following procedures were carried 

out in obtaining data, First, set the flashtube input voltage to a desired 
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value to 2° 'with energy storage capacitor of 240/(f in obtaining desired. 
d, 

pumping energy level, placeall polarizers at 0 =0, and then fired m a 

flash and took the four oscillographs corresponding to four l(G°0°) simul¬ 

taneously at the four positions of s. It tas followed by setting the 

polarizer in front of B£-5 at 45° — 0, the one in front of PH-3 at 0 = 90°, 

the one in front of PH-2 at Q — 45° and a quarter wave plate was mounted, 

but tbs one in front of PM-1 remained ir-rotatcd# Under these settings, 

second flash was fired and the four measurements were obtained of I(45°j0°), 

I(90:;,0°), 1(45°, 90°) and l(0°,0°}. The data in the first flash provided 

the information for calibrationj the second one the information cn calculating 

the polarisation states of individual spikes of the laser beam At other pump¬ 

ing le\rels, the same procedures were followed. Both F-series and G-series 

oscillographs were taken in this way. However, 2<^sec/ca time base was used 

for the former and no compensator was introduced when measuring those four 

1(0? Q?)•sj 10y4sec/em time base was set for the latter and the compensator 

was introduced when measuring those four l(0°,0°)!s at each pumping level-.— 

so that the attenuation through the quarter wave plate was taken into account. 

Note that each oscillograph in F-series covered all spikes in that flash, 

'while each oscillograph in G-series did only those splices in the later half 

of that flash. 
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Vila Ebcoer?mental Results 

The laser rod tested was a type of :k solid state laser with active ions 
3+ 

Me. in a host material of barium crown glass. It was prepared by I sorest Corp« 

and is 2!1 in length, in diameter, and its high efficiency optical resonator 

has both flat ends with multi-layer dielectric coatings, one end transmitting 

, the other less than l£* When it was tested, it was already three 

years old. 

VII-1. Some Test Conditions t 

The flashtube input ranged from 1100 v.dc. (Or 145 joules, the threshold 

value ) to loOO v.dc. (or 3S3 joules ) from a storage capacitor bank of 2_40 

/*•£» The anode voltage of all ?M: s was set at 1100 v, during the whole period 

of talcing oscillographs of the laser beams. A pulse generator provided the 

function of horizontal delay for display oscilloscopes. Oscillographs were 

recorded by Polaroid high speed land films. For other conditions, see part. 

VI. 

VII-2. The method of analysing the data : 

A different method of calibration from Dr. Sun lu!s has been applied 

here. Ke used a TEK-type-Z difference amplifiers, plug-in unit with TEK-58? 

. oscilloscope to compare the outputs simultaneously from any two PM*s. By 

adjusting the anode voltage o f PKJ s and attenuations of silicon attenuators, 

he was supposed to be able to get a zero-line display on oscilloscope^com¬ 

plete cancellation) of the values of l(0°,0°) from those two PEI* s. In practice 

perfect cancellation of two 2(0°,0°) signals rarely occurred on display. 

One defect of the coupling circuits from HI5 s to terminal cables set a limit 

on tills calibration—- due to a slight difference of rise tines and non- 

coincidence of gain responses of coupling circuits, a few corresponding 
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splices in a firing from the two ?Mls would not appear exactly at the sane 

instant and in the sane shapes of spikes. In addition* human eyes introduced 

a coutsiderable error in the judgment of cancellation in a very short period 

of less than 0.25 msec during which all spilces appeared one by one* each last- 
—6 

ing less than 1 x 10 sec. The new type of calibration in this experiment 

was to take the oscillographs of l(0°,0°) signals in a calibration flash 

simultaneously from the four PM*s . Then the height of corresponding indivi¬ 

dual spikes in the four pictures wore carefully identified and read* and 

hence relative calibration factors were obtained from spike to spike<> Finally 

The relative calibration factors of the four PM*s at thefdr own positions 

were determined by the average over the individual calibration factors of 

splices in that flash. 

It was found that * when the fear R-r s wore used to measure l(0°*0®)*s 

at a certain pumping lcvol*£ost of the corresponding spilces fluctuated in 

the same manner relatively* but a few of them did increase or decrease in 

an opposite direction, ’?hese exceptional spikes were excluded from the averag¬ 

ing process of calibration factors. This unfavorable phenomenon might result 

from the inequality of the distances travelled by the fear component beams 

before falling on photocathcdso Therefore* on falling on the ^different 

photocathods* she total wave 'amplitudes of those corresponding splices might 

be varying in opposite direction. This seems to justify clearly that the 

amplitude of the laser light wave is rapidly time-varying. To take into account 

the possible non-linear response which PM{ s may run into* the relative 

calibration factors were obtained respectively at various pumping levels. 

The detailed procedures of obtaining the relative calibration factors 

and the proper values of l(0°*0°)* I(90°*0°)* l(45?90°)* l(45°?0°) for 



calculation of degree of polarisation, cfchereney matrix elements, and Stokers 

parameters, whose compressions have been discussed in part III, will be made 

available below# At a certain pumping level, two functional flashes were fired 
c<- a-- 

, one was calibration flash, the other datum flash. Suppose the readings 

directly obtained from splices in the oscillographs of a calibration flash 

ai-s Is? C“)>, G-(0°,0°)>, I?(0G,0°)s x5(oc,o°)s « W(c°,&c), feo°so°), 

1#0, I^(0°,0°) if Io(0°,0°) has been normalised, where iv(0u,0°)s and I?(0°,0C) 

are those l(0°,0°) *s of the nth interested splice, i = 1, 3, 2, 5p from 

' Let A A 
iAo°.a°?i - ~U n 

/ O Ov -j w _ii' O G\ 
1 ^ (0 ,0 $ = q-* a a. 0 ,0 ^ 

I (0°,0°) = J~ ... al*(0°,0^) 

I5(0°,0°) =f X;?;(ow
ao

w) 
2 rJ ii -O 

^ .V 

From the datum flash, let I;(0°,0°), - I5 (90°,0°), u:(45°?90°), 
o o. 

I5 (45 ,0 ) be the direct readings of any four corresponding,!:! the oscillo¬ 

graphs, spikes of the datum flash from ?!■:-?, Pi-1-2, PI-1-2, PM-5 respectively, 

and 1(0°,0°) = Is(0o,0°)/li(0°,0o), l(90°,0°) = I8(90o,0°)/lA(0o,0°) 

I(45°?90°) = I5(45°,90°)/1.0 , I(45°,0°) = I!(45°p0°)/ I5(0°,0°) 

Substitution of thease four quantities l(0°,0°), l(90°,0°), 1(45°,90°), 

a(45°,0°) into propox* expressions fox* physical quantities in part III# 

yields Table-2 and Table~3« 

711-3° Typical Pumping Light : 

Pumping light was detected by placing a RCA-7102 PM at a proper dis¬ 

tance from the flashtube, using an anode voltage 900 v. for the PM and a 

capacitor bank of 240/tf in the laser power supply. In Fig.-11 is shown the 

real shape of pumping pulses at various pumping levels, the vertical heights 

in different oscillographs do not show the relative magnitudes of pumping 

energy because the light was not detected at the same distance from 

N E n 

•vr 

whex’c N is the number of spikes 

OIL ZLTl'w G S o o 
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Flashtube input 

1200 V.DC. 

1500 

1650 

Fig.-11 Shapes of pumping light pulses (intensity vs time). 
Oscilloscope settings : 0.5 m-sec, 0.5 x 10 V/cm. 
capacitor bank : 240/cf. 
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the flasftube* From this figure we see the pumping light is act a good 

rectangular pulse* It also chore that the curve of pimping intensity vs* 

tins changes a little from punping level to punping level* Punping duration 

is about 0*25 msec. 

VII-4* Typical Pictures Shewing Spiking Behaviors of the Laser Beans : 

In Fig.-12 is shorn a typical spiking behavior of the instantaneous 

variation of intensities of the laser beaus from four flashes at a pumping 

level 4above the threshold* F-1-5 and F-1-5-a from two calibration flashes 

at different instants show the variation of the l(0°,G'“') signal detected 

by Pl-I-5* F-2-5 and F-2-5-- from tv:o datum flashes fired at different tine 

instants show the variation behavior of l(45°,0°) detected by PH-5. In ?ig«- 

13 is shown the varying behavior of the IC0wP0°)
5s in a calibration flash 

at a pumping level of 112^ above the threshold, F-7-1 detected by PM-1, 

F-7-3 by PM-3, F-7-5 by PM-5 and F~?-2 by PM-2* In ?ig*-14 is shown the 

tine behavior of the instantaneous intensities l(0°,0°), l(90°,0°), I(45°,a0°) 

and I(45°,90°) in a datum flash at 112^ pumping level above the threshold* 

The picture F-S-1 was detected by PIS—15 F-S-3 by K£~3> F-8-5 by PH-5 and 

F-3-2 by PL1-2* 

Though the spiking behavior is random, we observed the regularity that 

/ 

individual spikes n last around 1 10 °sec„ and that the correspondence 

among spikes from the four pictures of any flash, calibration one or datum 

one, 3/v any pumping energies* .Also the behavior is reproducible to such an 

extent that it is not difficult to identify a large fraction of correspond¬ 

ing splices from different firings at same pumping levelse*g* see Fig.-12)* 

Meanwhile, the behavior is irreproduciblc to such a degree that the time 

variation of polarization (of splices) from firing to firing at same pumping 



F-1-5 

F-1-5-a 

F-2-5 

F-2-5-a 

Fig.-12 Two calibration flashes (upper two pictures ) and 
two datum flashes (lower two pictures) of the neodymium 
glass laser at a pumping level of 140$ of threshold. 
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F-7-1 

F-7-3 

Fig.-13 A calibra¬ 
tion flash at a 
pumping level of 
212$ Of the threshold 
of the Nd"5 -glass 
laser. 

F-7-5 

F-7-2 
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F-8-1 

F-8-3 

Fig.-14 A datum 

flash at a pumping 

level of 212^ of 

the threshold of 

the Nd-^"-glass laser. 

F-8-5 

F-8-2 
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level can not be obviously distinguished from that of of polarization from 

firing to firing at different pumping levels( see below VII-6 )» 

Yil-p. Experimental Results : 

From the experimental data taken in picture form, the coherency/ matrix 

elements and Stokers parameters of the laser beams and their polarised and 

unpolarized parts, and the degrees of polarisation of the original laser 

beans can be easily calculated by means of the proper expressions ir. pare. ala# 

The so calculated results are listed below in Table-2 and Table-3© The typical 

and obvious spikes of a flash fired at a certain pumping level are tabulated 

in chronological order* Note that 

SQ represents the total intensity of the original laser light. 

S1 represents the preference for horizontalCif positive) or vertieal(if ne¬ 

gative) polarisation. 

represents the preference for *45°(i£ positive) or -i-'i35°(if negative) 

polarization# 

represents the preference for right-(if positive) or left-(if negative) 

circular polarisation. 

When e is positive(or negative), that means the the elliptical polarization 

of the polanrized part is right-(or left-)- handed# 

Ocher representations of symbols usied are referred to part IJLX# 

Since elements of coherency matrix and its corresponding Stokers parameters 
/ 

have same physical significancep the for mar are oroitted in tne tacles* ~n 

the tables belour* relative intensities of spikes in SQ column are observed 

at a pumping levels but those at different pumping levels are not comparative 

in exact sense* 
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VII-6. Tims Variation of Polarisation : 

From the data in Table-2 and Table-3, the time behavior of polarisation 

of chronological spikes is plotted in Fig.-1? and Fig,-16 (only those points 

at intersections of line segments are data points ). 

VII-7. Variation of Polarisation With Pumping : 

The average degree of polarisation over considered spikes at a pumping 

level is different from that at another pumping level. This variation of 

polarization with pumping is plotted in Fig.-17, based on the data of 

Tables-2 and -3. 
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2« The polarised parts of splices are eilipticaily polar!' 

VIII a General Conclusions ar.d Internretaticns 

VIII-1« Some general conclusions drawn Iron the experimental results : 

1* The polarisation of individual splices of the -glass laser beans varies 

from spiles to spike no natter what the said spikes belong to sane flash or 

different flashes, to sane punping level or different punping levels. Most 

of the spikes have nore than polarization. Few spikes have degrees of 

polarization below 5C$, and a few do achieve ?CC$>, indicating the polarized 

parts of the majority of the considord spikes are larger than their corres¬ 

ponding unpolarized parts* The first spike of each firing is ejected to be 

a single node scission end hence ccnpletely polarized, but it is difficult 

to display it on an oscilloscope* 

except very few 

having circular polarization (narked ;1 o 55 beside those - e — ±1*0 u in 

tables-2 and -3 )  very few of the spikes having elliptical polarization 

parts tend to be linearly polarized in the polarized parts ( e is close to 

zero )» A largo fraction of considered spikes (about four fifths) have left- 

handed elliptically polarized parts ( see e and So columns ), and a large 

portion of then ( about seven tenths ) tend to orient their major axes of 

polarization ellipses around 135°direction rather than indirection ( see 

0 and S2 columns )* Also about seven tenths of the splices prefer horizontal 

( positive S.j ) to vertical ( negative ). polarization , AH of these 

* majority2 phenomena,* especially the direction of rotation and orientation 

of the polarisation ellipse^ probably imply something fundamencai. z 

particular spectral components of spiles and structure of the laser manor raj. * 

3o The time-variation behavior of polarisation is as unpredictable as time 

of time—resolved soectroscopyj no preferred r or at a on between degree oi pc~ 
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arization and tine can be concluded, 

4« -be average degree of polarisation per sg_.-;e tend to decrease with the 

increase of pumping energy^ however this tendency is not pure, i,e« there are 

small rises on the way of decrease with increasing pumping. 

hi 5, £., and Ey of each spike are mutually coherent since J r/~ 0 ( see la' 

2 and -3 )« 

6, The amplitude of the laser light wave varies very rapidly with time, at 

least. as last as )u sec* 

?, The fact that few spikes show complete polarisation implies that most of 

the splices are composed of multiple spectral sharp lines, 

7111-20 Interpretations : 

1, the few completely polarized splices can be easily seen since their radia¬ 

tions are monochromatic, However, most of the spikes consist of simultaneous 

emission,or successive emission within the lasing period of a splice, of 

multiple spectral lines. Their degrees of polarization at a particular time 

, or averages over a spike duration, should depend upon the actural spectral 

compositions, the relative intensities of various spectral components, and 

the direction of emission and the type of polarisation of each monochromatic 

component at a particular instant or time interval. Though the glass base 

of the interested laser is amorphous and seems to result in unpolarized 

laser beams. In fact, this is not true. There are several sources which can 

account for the partial polarization phenomenon of the beams in the experi¬ 

mental results : 

4, Anisotropy of the macroscopic radiating system   

Sven if the laser material has been manufactured in ideally isotropic 

manner, pumping induced imperfections are inevitable. By means of optical 

metallography, transmission electron microscopy, and electron diffraction 
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techniques, To?new'; has investigated a barium crown glass:Nar ‘laser red 

which developed permanent internal imperfections during laser pumping. The 

imperfections were found to be microcracks resulting frcmiifferential tier 

expansion between crystallites (resulting from devitrification) and the 

surrounding ncncrystalline medium* By a fwyean-Green interferometer, Towse 

(i.o \ 
i~"has been able to measure changes in optical length of ruby and needyni 

glass laser rods both during and after excitation by the pump flash. His 

results show that all rods expand linearly with time during the time the p 

is on and that all reds develop a distortion which depends on the radial 

energy density distribution within the rods. After the pump goes off, the 

reds relax to the unexcited state* fie relaxation is ..C'Jf . U'JOOu Vi wnen not 

air propagated from the flashtubo to the reds causing the rods to reheat a 

causing an exoremsly concave appearance* mvlspunpmg configuration; vn 
A 

, .reported 
'ing conaagurataor.; tne 

pumping light is aixlsotropically distributed. Certainly these ir.vestigatio 

on the effect of pumping thermal shock show/ considerable anisotropic imper¬ 

fections and distortions after and during pumping flash in0myMexperiment• 

An analogous■phenomenon to structural anisotropy may occur* in the Nd- 

glass laser material whose anisotropy is due to a high statisticalprobabil 

for a given orientation or a number of possible directions of orientation 

of the emitting centers of the neodymium active ions. 

( See also part II-1 ). 

B. Pumping energy   

Due to the amorphous structure of glass and its random local field, i 

is obvious that there are no definite modes of oscillation which have such 

lower thresholds as compared with other modes that they predominate over 

any other modes of oscillation and become the 
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be observed at normal pumping•( see the evidence of the time variation of 

the spectral components from time resolution spectroscopy ). We expect that 

the glass laser can oscillate at a great number of different modes under 

normal pumping condition, i.e. these different modes have comparable thresholds 

to oscillate. At low pumping energy near threshold only the mode or modes 

with lowest threshold can oscillate, and each spike consists essentially of 

one mode or few modes of oscillation, and possesses a definite or more defi- 

average 
nite polarization, "^his is why the^polarization is higher at lower pumping. 

The laser pumping energy determines how many and which spectral lines 

have reached above their thresholds (wavelength-dependent) and the relative 

intensities of the stimulated radiations of the emitted lines. Consequently 

the beam polarization depends on the pumping level. The higher the pumping 

level, the greater the chance of multimode radiation and hence the larger 

the tendency of the multiple radiation becoming optically isotropic. This 

illustrates the general tendency that, the average degree of polarization per 

spike goes down with increasing pumping. 

C. The shape of pumping light pulses   

The shape of pumping pulses represents the instantaneous pumping 

energy, which accounts for the temporal effect of pumping on the variation 

of polarization of the laser beam. 

D. Temperature effect--—- 

The ambient temperature of active ions affects the occupation distribu¬ 

tion of their energy states. This natural occupation is dominated by the 

pumping occupation. Lowering temperature usually lowers thresholds for laser 

action. The temperature also affects, to a considerable degree, the spectral 

composition, and the relative intensities of various spectral components of 

the laser beams. The general conclusions of VIII-1 on the results at liquid 

N2 temperature was found qualitatively to apply to the experimental results 

at room temperature (Sun Lu's dissertation ), especially ccxnparing 



spikes at pimping levels of 173 J., 307 J. of-frsy experiment with those at 

report 
80 J., 140 J. of his^C The threshold in his pumping configuration was found 

to be 65 J; lisreun^ it was 145 «J. Thus ccmphri s.driushauldmbhid&da of both 

results at same pumping levels above thresholds. ). This shows the tempera¬ 

ture has small effect on polarization. Note that the measurements of the 

polarization of the laser radiation from gallium arsenide diodes at 77°k 

and 4.2°k also showed^ ^ that there was no qualitative difference in the pol¬ 

arization of the radiation at these two temperatures. 

E. Anisotropy of the pumping light ■( see also part II-3 ) 

Because the light vibrations are transverse, even the unpolarized ligiht 

such as the gas discharge glow of the light output of the xenon flashtube 

used is always anisotropic. Though the pumping light rays incident on the 

laser rod come from all directions, the total incident light energy does 

not distribute itself isotropically on the surface and inside the active 

rod because of the obviously non-uniform pumping geometry arranged. In 

addition, the spectral composition and the intensity-spectrum distribution 

of the flashtube output can influence the absorption of the pumping light,, 

which in turn plays a role in the properties ( polarization, frequencies 

and intensities ) of the laser output beams. 

Due to the actual, difficulty of isolation of one effect from the other, 

it is not accurate to weight relative importance of the above effects. How¬ 

ever, it can be said that factors A.,B., and E. are surely more important. 

2. The time variation behavior of polarization is so complicated or random 

said 
that it can only be^it should be closely related to the time resolved 

spectroscopy with high resolution details of the laser beam, and to the 

particular direction of emission and type of polarization of each mono— 



chromatic component of the multimodes at any instant, and to their relative 

intensities of radiation. 

3. The difference between F-series and G-series in Fig.-17 can be interpreted 

satisfactorily as follows. In F-series , ncjattenuation due to the compensator 
-ing 

has been taken into account in measvuj^l(0°,0°) of PM-2 in calibration flashes* 

Therefore, on obtaining the calibration factor 12(0°,0°) of PM-2, ^(O0,0°) 

should be a little larger than that considered in G-series in which the 

attenuation has been considered. This means, 1(45°*90°) = I,(45°>90O)/l2(0O,0°) 

should be a little larger in G-series. Hence in F-series, jlm Jxyj=sf2 l(45°>90°) 

- I(0°,0°) - l(90°,0°)|will be a little smaller ( or larger ) and hence 

Det. J = v Jyy -|Re J^^-jlm will be a little larger ( or smaller ) 

if Im is positive ( or if Im is negative ). Finally looking at 

P — /J"! — 4 Det. Jyp2 , we observe that P will be a little smaller 

C or larger ) if Im J-y is positive ( or if Im is negative ). As stated 

in VII-1-2, the majority of spikes have negative or negative Im J . 

Thus their degrees of polarization will be larger than those in series^in 

which the attenuation has been taken into account. In addition , Fig.-15 

shows that spikes occurred in the earlier half seem to have, in general, a 

little higher fiegree of polarization than those in the later half of the 

lasing period* As a consequence, average degrees of polarization per spike 

in F-series at most of the pumping levels done appear a little larger than 

those in G-series. 
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IX. Closure 

The variation of polarization from spike to spike in one flash at a 

pumping level have been demonstrated experimentally and discussed above. 

How about that variation of a typical spike from different firing at same 

pumping level ? The difficulty to answer this lies in the fact that the 

spiking behavior of the laser beams is not completely reproducible  the 

be 
partial irreproducibility might^ue to the permagnent pumping imperfections 

or due to the temperatures of the laser rod during the period of taking pic¬ 

tures of the beam intensity behavior in time being different from firing 

to firing even at same pumping energy. 

To investigate the details of each spike, the best way is to make 

the laser beam as reproducible as possible and then to get a light shutter 

or the like which can be operated on-off at intervals of about the duration 

of a spike so that the isolation of individual splices in one flash is poss¬ 

ible. Then if the spectral sharp lines of the laser beam and the properties 

of each line are investigated, the properties of each multi-mode spike, the 

structural properties of the laser material, and the processes of absorptions 

by, radiations from and terminations at, certain energy levels or bands, 

can be understood much better. It follows that the ways of how to best 

control the beam polarization would be probably shown up. 

In1^3experiment, the degrees of polarization of spikes vary in a great 

has been shown to be . 
range. But the polarization ^ artificially controllable to a great extent. 

(43) 
It has been, for example, experimentally established that the introduction 

into a resonator of a glass plate inclined at a small angle to the axis of 

the laser resonator may ensure almost complete polarization of stimulated 

radiation of glass rodsis activated by neodymium. 
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The importance of polarization studies and measurements in investigating 

the properties of the radiating systems and their surrounding media have 

been pointed out in part 1-1, 
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